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My name is Daniel. I love building things
with snow. Could you build a snowman
THIS tall? I can show you how.
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ENGINEERING

A Leg

Up

How an engineer
builds devices
that help animals
walk again
There’s so much you can do with SuperScience ONLINE!
Watch a
video about
what it takes
to be an
astronaut.

To get a free sample
or for more information,
contact us at 1-888-752-4690
or by email to
magazines@scholastic.ca
scholastic.ca/magazines

Play a game
about the
engineering
design
process.

visit www.scholastic.com/superscience
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From car trip to mega h

COVER QUESTION:
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Hear how
kids kept
their spirits
up during the
pandemic.

OLIVIA
RODRIGO

• What is Olivia Rodrigo’s
big hit song?

My name ____________________________________________________
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How did
she write
this year’s
most
streamed
song?
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WHERE MATH GETS REAL™

These
brothers
design
and sell
robotics
kits!

Watch a video
the
about how :
kits work

c.com/math
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Current And Exciting Real-World Learning, Dynamic
Articles, And Fun Activities For Your Classroom!
Scholastic Magazines are a great way to bring the world into your classroom with:
Exciting, timely topics that kids can relate to

Easy, interactive, hands-on activities

Real-life lessons that make teaching easier

Time-saving teaching materials that
support your classroom curriculum

Grades K–3

Access
anywhere,
any time,
from any
device

Grades 4–6

My Big World with Clifford

SuperScience

KINDERGARTEN

GRADES 4–6

My Big World with Clifford is designed to
advance young students‘ social development
and promote early reading and other readiness
skills, in association with much-loved Clifford, the
Big Red Dog. Each magazine revolves around a
familiar theme such as bugs, holidays, weather,
friendship, kindness, or respect.

A high-interest, interactive magazine that
supports any science curriculum. Each themebased issue of SuperScience presents
current science and technology news,
captivating photographs, and hands-on
science experiments that stimulate students’
interest and develop critical-thinking skills.

*8 issues + archive  4 pages each

*6 issues + archive  16 pages each

Let’s Find Out

DynaMath

KINDERGARTEN

GRADES 4–6

Let’s Find Out is a complete science and
social studies program for active learning.
Each issue explores one theme across the
curriculum through real-world stories and
hands-on activities and investigations. Keep
your students discovering all year long!

DynaMath offers high-interest, real-world
features that help students apply math
concepts. Includes hands-on problem-solving
and graphing activities, word problems,
computation, measurement, and skills pages
to support independent work.

*8 issues + archive  4 pages each

*6 issues + archive  16 pages each

Storyworks 2

Storyworks

GRADE 2

GRADES 4-6

Nurture your growing readers with the only
English Language Arts magazine created just
for Grade 2. Every issue gets students excited
to read with multi-genre stories and powerful
digital tools that meet each reader where they
are and take them where they need to go.

Inspire and empower your students with
fascinating, authentic stories across
the genres. Our powerful teaching and
differentiation tools enable teachers
to transform our unique stories into
unforgettable learning journeys.

*6 issues + archive  32 pages each

*6 issues + archive  32 pages each

Storyworks 3
GRADE 3
Turn your growing readers into fluent readers
with the multi-genre language arts magazines
made for Grade 3! Every issue features
thrilling non-fiction, fiction, read-aloud plays,
quizzes, skill sheets and more to Grade
3 students go from “learning to read” to
“reading to learn.”
*6 issues + archive  32 pages each

*per school year

Online access to Teacher’s
Guide, videos, and activities
with every subscription!

PRINT &
DIGITAL

Grades 7–12

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Math

Art

GRADES 6–9

GRADES 7–12

With its teen-angled stories on sports, TV,
music, and movies, Math integrates problem
solving, pre-algebra, statistics, geometry,
graphs, and dozens of other skills your
students need to know. Includes stories,
interactive math problems, brainteasers,
and easy-to-use lessons that meet your
curriculum goals.

Give your students an inspiring and balanced
art curriculum with Art. A complete teaching
program featuring classic and contemporary
artists and artistic periods, “Art Workshop”
projects related to a monthly theme, beautiful
colour reproductions on every glossy page,
six free posters of the featured artists’ work,
mini-posters in each student issue, and “Artist
of the Month” profiles of award-winning
student artists.

*8 issues + archive  16 pages each

ScienceWorld

*6 issues + archive  16 pages each
Elementary Teacher’s Edition included!

GRADES 6–10
An award-winning publication that covers all
areas of the science curriculum—life, earth
and physical science, and technology. With
hands-on experiments and the latest news
stories, ScienceWorld keeps your curriculum
fresh and inspires students to explore science
in their daily lives.
*10 issues + archive  24 pages each

Choices
GRADES 7–12
Every issue of Choices concentrates on topics
that are relevant to teen life, such as selfesteem, substance-abuse prevention, nutrition,
family issues, consumer skills, and more.
Choices talks to teens to get their views!
Interactive features build reading and learning
skills and help students in decision-making
and career planning.
*8 issues + archive  24 pages each

The Holocaust
GRADES 7–12
The Holocaust offers in-depth content on
historical topics with a look at how people
combat hate today. Texts include interviews
with survivors; accounts from bystanders and
perpetrators; historical photographs, and maps
to give students a contextual understanding of
this global tragedy. Online teaching guides,
a glossary, and social studies connections
are included.
1 issue (one-time supplement)

*per school year

Upfront
GRADES 9–12

Teen-friendly articles on U.S. politics and
world news, government, technology,
economics, history, and the law. Engage
students with global reports from New
York Times correspondents, history features,
debates, teen essays, and political cartoons.
You’ll also receive discussion questions,
quizzes, geography activities, and a FREE
World Affairs Annual Issue with an atlas and
almanac for every student.
*13 issues + archive  24 pages each

STRIVING READERS
Action
GRADES 6–12
(READING LEVEL 3–5)
Action is the reading intervention magazine
created specifically for below-level readers.
Every issue includes features that teach
reading skills and strategies to improve
reading comprehension, fluency, and
vocabulary skills. Each feature is tied to a
skill-building activity, exercise, or quiz. Great
for ELL students!
*8 issues + archive  32 pages each

Scope
GRADES 7–12
(READING LEVEL 6–8)
To help inspire reading and writing for
on-level middle school students, Scope
offers teen-oriented non-fiction, plus classic,
contemporary, and multicultural young adult
literature, along with activities, puzzles, and
games. Build writing skills with the Writer’s
Toolbox program—and support test prep
with the Scope 100 Vocabulary List.
*8 issues + archive  32 pages each

Scholastic News

The Current Events Magazine
for Kids!
Online access to Teacher’s
Guide, videos, and activities
with every subscription!

Scholastic News Edition 1/2

Scholastic News Edition 3

GRADES 1–2

GRADE 3

(Please specify grade 1 OR 2
when ordering)
• High quality non-fiction
• Fascinating seasonal science and social
studies themes
• Texts increase in complexity as the
year progresses
• Print magazine supported by dynamic online
instructional materials

• Compelling non-fiction and current events
• Written just for grade 3 students
• Teaching support includes: lesson plans,
challenging reader tasks, and more!
• Digital learning features
*20 issues + archive  8 pages each

*8 issues + archive  4 pages each

Scholastic News Edition 4

Scholastic News Edition 5/6

GRADE 4

GRADES 5/6

• Only current events and non-fiction
magazine specially designed for
grade 4 students
• Full-colour issues
• Digital learning tools: videos,
text-to-talk audio
read-alouds, games, and more!

• Only current events and non-fiction
magazine specially designed for grade 5
and 6 students
• Full-colour issues
• Digital learning tools: videos,
text-to-talk audio
read-alouds, games, and more!

*20 issues + archive  8 pages each

*20 issues + archive  8 pages each

News
Grades 1–2

News
Grade 3

GRADES 6–8
• International current events
• Complex Information texts
• 2 reading levels, digital videos and
printable reproducible on line
*10 issues + archive  32 pages each

Add-on for bulk orders!
For an additional $1.25 per student-copy, get
the Science Grade 1 and Grades 3-6 add-ons,
Teaching Sheet, and online resources.
Science Spin, Grade 1, Grade 2 and
Grade 3-6 is a supplement to the main
classroom magazine that brings colourful,
real-world science, and the latest science
news into your class!
*per school year

English Language Learners, Grades 7–12

PRINT &
DIGITAL

SUBSCRIPTIONS

BEGINNER

D
N!

Carefully levelled short texts, vocabulary
activities, and plenty of interactive questions
get students actively involved and build their
confidence. Photo-stories and news on pop
culture and sports, puzzles, and cartoons help
give young teenage students an insight into life
in the English-speaking world.

April / May 2021

Vol. 47 ISSN 0142-1042

www.mg-plus.net

MY SCHOOL DIARY!
Zach writes about his
(non) school year!

CLICK

page

Pre-Intermediate level

CROWN CULTURE

www.mg-plus.net

MISSING!
Why did British people panic?

COVER QUESTION:
Which building in
London can you see?

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

www.mg-plus.net

Fun and informative, Team stimulates and
engages teenage readers through photo-story
dilemmas, music news, self-analysis, puzzles,
sports features, and film news. The “News and
Views” section provides subjects for classroom
discussion, while the interviews with teenagers
let your students compare themselves with
their contemporaries.

April / May 2021

How did
she write
this year’s
most
streamed
song?

ISSN 0969 5141

TEAM

OLIVIA
RODRIGO

From car trip to mega hit!
page 4

*5 issues + archive  16 pages each

• What is Olivia Rodrigo’s
big hit song?

Upper-intermediate level

CLUB

B1 / B2

MAGAZINE | AUDIO | VIDEO | ONLINE

www.mg-plus.net

Perfect for teenagers with an intermediate
or upper-intermediate level of English, Club
contains popular youth culture articles and
tackles current issues in a sophisticated
yet age- and level-appropriate way. Club
gives real insight into culture through street
interviews and profiles.

April / May 2021

GENERATION Z
Vol. 59 ISSN 0307-4382

B1

Intermediate level

MAGAZINE | AUDIO | VIDEO | ONLINE

Vol. 27

*5 issues + archive  16 pages each

page 4

Can you name the
school objects on
the cover?

COVER QUESTION:

Colourful and interactive, Crown is a great
read for teenagers in their second year of ELL.
Each issue contains compelling levelled text
and fun-to-do activities, including puzzles,
language games, personality questionnaires,
film information, pop culture and sports news,
and photo-stories.

April / May 2021

One raven

*5 issues + archive  16 pages each

4

Cover Question

CROWN

A2

MAGAZINE | AUDIO | VIDEO | ONLINE

Vol. 55 ISSN 0045-9127

A1

Beginner level

MAGAZINE | AUDIO | VIDEO | ONLINE

PRE-INTERMEDIATE

“The pandemic
and me.”
Five teens
tell all ...

Cover Questions:
• What is ‘Generation Z’?
• Which generation has
been hardest hit by the
pandemic? Why?

*5 issues + archive  16 pages each

Page 4

ADVANCED
Advanced level

B2 / C1

MAGAZINE | AUDIO | VIDEO | ONLINE

April / May 2021

Vol. 52

ISSN 0142-1050

Could
YOU
survive in
a quarantine
hotel?

Two travel bloggers check in – and test it out!
Page 15

CURRENT
Current’s use of language and wide coverage
of issues in the English-speaking world will
satisfy students who want to push their
knowledge and language skills to a very
high level. Current provides an excellent
balance of longer articles for more extensive
reading on a subject and shorter articles
for information and amusement. Topics
include interviews, analysis of current affairs,
literary extracts, and news from the world of
entertainment. Each magazine contains four
pages of content-related activities for added
linguistic development.
*5 issues + archive  24 pages each

*per school year

Current

CURRENT TRAVEL
THE VERDICT

Some people have compared
quarantine to prison life. In
prison you get fresh air and
can choose your meals. We
didn’t have either. But you
are in a hotel room with lots
of other comforts. At the end
of the day you know there is
that silver lining• when you
are released. If anything, it
gives you a new sense of
appreciation for freedom,
fresh air, family and friends!
We also think that
quarantine has contained the
virus within Australia and we
feel it is totally necessary.

MEET THE TWOSOME
TRAVELLERS!

ALSO SEE
ACTION
MAGAZINE
FOR ELL

Names: Alex and James Lock
Website: twosometravellers.com
Social:
@Twosometravellers
@twosometravellers

Twosome Travellers’ ‘Tops’

Top destination?
Alex: Hawaii and New Zealand.
They
have magic dust sprinkled all over
their lands!
James: The Philippines is a sure
winner
THE ARRIVAL
for its incredible locals, and the
Obviously there was no washing
Walking through the door to the
Maldives – there is just no place
machine in the room, so we washed
like it
our
20 m2 hotel room, we were just
happy
in the world!
clothes by hand in the bathtub.
After
to see a comfy bed! And we could
Top travel gripe •?
travelling for two weeks before
flying
finally take off our masks! We had
been
Alex: Since we are usually always
to Australia, we had a lot of washing
on
to
travelling for over 25 hours, and
then
the move, it would probably be
do! It was like the olden days!
packing,
had a long wait between the airport
and unpacking, our suitcases …
and
and getting to the hotel.
then packing again!
THE
FOOD
We had no idea where we would
be
James: Queues (for anything!!)
Now the important bit: food! Food
is
staying until we arrived outside
the
Top lesson?
delivered directly to your door.
The
building, escorted by police and
Alex: Enjoy the journey and the
menu changed every day – but
feeling
you
the army.
of the ‘unknown’.
won’t get a choice. If you are vegan
or
James: There are so many beautiful
veggie, you have to let them
THE ROOM
people and beautiful countries
know in advance – but if
other
The room was relatively
than the one you were born in.
you are a bit picky•,
spacious. We were
tough luck!
lucky to have a desk
Breakfast arrived in
and we rearranged
lex and James Lock are
a carton every day at
the room so we had
travel bloggers. The
8 am. We were not
space at the end of
‘twosome travellers’
allowed into the
the bed for some
[see box] have over
corridor so we put
exercise.
75,000 followers and share their
on a mask and leant
There were two
amazing adventures online.
outside to pick it up.
huge windows, but
After their recent trip to Italy,
Most
mornings we had
when we tried to open
the pair flew to Australia, where
cereal, long-life milk, a
them we realised they
they spent 14 days in mandatory
yoghurt and a piece of
•
were sealed shut. Having no
hotel quarantine at the airport
fruit. There was no metal
in
fresh air was very difficult. It was
Sydney. They paid $4,000 AUD¹,
cutlery so we had to try to cut
through
definitely one of the things we
[£2,200] for two adults staying
our fruit with very blunt• plastic
knives.
struggled with most across the
14 days.
together. The instructions were
A typical lunch was salad, a
Some people and families lucked
out•
simple: they mustn’t leave their
sandwich, or cold pasta with a
couple
with open windows, even balconies.
hotel room for 14 days and must
of hidden ‘treats’ – like a slice
of cheese
But that is just the luck of the draw!
be tested twice. Could they cope
or a lollipop (woop!). Dinner was
There was a TV, a kettle and a
with being cooped up•? Could
dropped off at around 5-6 pm.
coffee pod machine with four
they beat the boredom? And
Another carton.
complimentary pods – any additional
would it be worth it?
One lifesaver: we were allowed
to
ones were at a charge of $1 each
(50p).
CURRENT shares their experience.
order one takeaway meal every
day,
With jet lag• kicking in•, we went
using apps like Deliveroo and UberEats.
through them quickly!
We did this most days!

“In prison you get
fresh air and are
sometimes able to
choose your meals. ”

A
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speak to if you were struggling
•.
The staff we spoke to were kind,
considerate and helpful.

THE DAY

To keep ourselves active we tried
to
do a 30-minute YouTube HIIT2
workout every day.
THE SECURITY
We settled down to do a few hours
Our room was next to the main
lift where of work before lunch
and we
a single security guard sat for
24 hours of continued working
until the late
the day. There was always someone
afternoon, unless we wanted to
take
there, night and day.
a break.
Once a day we received a call from
a
We then spent time on FaceTime
nurse asking if we had any Covid
and WhatsApp with our family
and
symptoms. On days two and ten
the
friends, which was good for our
nurse came to the hotel room to
carry out
mental health. The hotel also gave
us
nasal and throat swabs• for a Covid-19
brain teasers• like crosswords
and
test. The tester stood outside the
hotel
sudoku and colouring pencils,
which
room door in full PPE• and reached
in to
we thought were nice touches
•.
take the samples from us. Not
going to
As the day drew to a close we
would
sugarcoat• it, the test is uncomfortable.
settle down• in front of a film on
Netflix
There was a mental health nurse
on
and go to sleep, knowing we would
call at any time of day who you
could
have to do it all again the next
day.

mandatory (adj): required by law
to be cooped up (v, inf): to be confined
in a small space
to luck out (v, inf): to get lucky
jet lag (n): feeling tired after a long
plane journey, often across time
zones

April / May 2021
1

Australian Dollars

2

would you find the hardest? Why?

you from travelling abroad? Or not?
Explain why.

to encourage safe travel
in a pandemic?

• Are vaccine passports a good idea?
Why / Why not?

BREAK-OUT DISCUSSION
You are preparing to go travelling
to
Australia for a month. You have
to
travel light. What will you pack
for
the quarantine period? Why?
WATCH

Watch the full video of Alex and
James in their quarantine stay.
www.mg-plus.net/current215

PRACTISE

Online language unit on this article
www.mg-plus.net/current215

WORDWISE
to soak up the sun (phr): to enjoy
feeling the sun on your skin
to ditch (v, inf): to give up
gripe (n): an informal complaint

DISCUSS IT

• Which aspect of the quarantine

• Would hotel quarantines discourage
• What measures would you introduce

to kick in (phr v, inf): to start to have
an
effect. For example: the caffeine
hasn’t
kicked in yet!
picky (adj): fussy with food
blunt (adj): not sharp (knife, scissors)

swab (n): a sample taken to test
for viruses
PPE (acronym): personal protective
equipment (such as masks, gloves
and
aprons)
to sugarcoat (v): to make something
which is
unpleasant more acceptable and
appealing

to struggle (v): to find something
difficult
brain teaser (n): a puzzle like a
crossword or sudoku
nice touch (phr): a nice idea / thought
to settle down (v): to get comfortable,
calm and in order
every cloud has a silver lining
(proverb): every bad situation has
a
positive element

HIIT: High intensity interval training

April / May 2021
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Language Studies, Grades 7–12
Build Confidence in Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking, and Comprehension!
From the contemporary to the traditional, these magazines cover a wide range of exciting cultural topics to help your students develop
their knowledge and skills. Each magazine includes striking real-world images and articles, accessible activities and quizzes, and caters to
different learning styles and speeds.

5 Topical Magazine Issues (Spanish magazines have 6 issues)—16 pages each
And, 5 MP3 listening tracks linked to the magazines (1st & 4th issues)
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Objetivos: Alimentación.

LEVEL 3 / KS

www.mg-plus.ne

4/

IRE

p. 6

Jobs d’été
Quels sont
les
mieux payés
?

Las dietas y nuestra
relación con la
comida
Las dietas hacen
demasiadas
promesas, obtienen
pocos
resultados y afectan
negativamente
la salud mental
y
física. Nos dicen
que un cuerpo
delgado es mejor
y que así
tenemos que ser
más felices. Esa
es la mentira de
la cultura de las
dietas: «Te prometen
una vida
mejor después de
cambiar tu
cuerpo», dice Thomas.
Las dietas
VOCABULARIO

no son una cura
para la baja
autoestima* y pueden
causar
desórdenes alimenticios*.
«Estar
más delgado no
va a solucionar*
tus problemas y
no te va a hacer
más feliz», explica.

La alimentación
emocional*

Es la acción de comer
en
respuesta a las emociones.
Algunas personas
comen más o
menos cuando están
estresadas.
Utilizan la comida
para responder
a una necesidad
emocional.

Consejos*
para comer
de manera
más sana
Cambia tu percepción
de la comida. No
tienes
que clasificar la
comida
como «buena» o
«mala».
Escucha las señales
de tu cuerpo.
Come de todo, sin
sentir
culpa*.
No hay que juzgar.
Ten autocompasión

.

PRACTICA
Piensa en otros
consejos
para comer de manera
más
saludable. Usa el
imperativo:

5 Cs: Conexiones
www.mg-plus.ne
| Comparaciones
t/ahora215
✱ la mentira – lie
| Comunicación
– le mensonge ✱
saludable – healthy
✱ el cuerpo – body
– sain ✱ tener sobrepeso
– le corps ✱ la baja
autoestima – low
eating disorders
- to be overweight
- les troubles
self-esteem – le
– être en surpoids
manque de confiance
l'alimentation émotionnelle de l'alimentation (m) ✱ solucionar
en soi ✱ los desórdenes
– to solve – résoudre
(f) ✱ el consejo –
alimenticios advice – le conseil
✱ la alimentación
✱ sentir culpa –
emocional – emotional
to feel guilty – se
abril – mayo 2021
eating –
sentir coupable
www.mg-plus.net

sur les préju

Selena: La serie
¡La serie nueva
de Netflix!
Página 4

La mentira* de las dietas

En la sociedad existe
el concepto de
que ser delgado
es saludable* y
tener sobrepeso*
no es saludable.
Hay una obsesión
con la delgadez
y con las dietas.
La nutricionista
Laura Thomas quiere
cambiar la idea
de que existe el
cuerpo perfecto.
¿Por qué?

Euro de
football
Il a 60 ans !

abril – mayo 2021
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Escucha este artículo
en línea.
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Il domine en
France
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Solène,
Joao, Xiong,
Elissa,

ISSN 0006-712

langue

ZOO
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Vol. 64

Point de

?

au
Bienvenue

Vol. 28

•	Engage students in the French language
by building fluency, vocabulary,
and grammar
•	Explore French cultural events,
teenage lives, events, sports, celebrities,
and news from France

e
ca Roul

ISSN 0961-8481

PAGE 10
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gés !

Vol. 26

Qui est ton
footballeur
préféré ?

Maradona
¡La leyenda
mundial del
fútbol!
Página 8
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a

Jóvenes
contra el
cambio
climático
Conoce

a Shariel
Página 6

•	Learn to speak Spanish in everyday
situations and expand vocabulary
and fluency
•	Discover Spanish and Hispanic
culture including teen issues,
celebrities, current events,
and entertainment
¿QUÉ TAL?®—Beginner
AHORA®—Intermediate
EL SOL®—Advanced

p. 4

April – Mai 2021

LEVEL 1 / KS 3 /

A1

LEVEL 2/3

April – Mai

KS 3/4

www.mg-plus.net/da

DAS RAD®—Beginner
SCHUSS®—Intermediate

Sommer
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Seite 6
Euro 2020
Seite 8

Vol. 60 ISSN 0033-7455
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SKATESTAR!
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0048-9492

Lilly
Stoephasius
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Ordering is easy! Just fill in the quantity of subscriptions you want for each publication.
Order 10 or more student subscriptions and save!
Prices reflect a Bulk Discount on orders of 10 or more student copies and include a FREE Teacher’s Edition.
For 1–9 subscriptions pricing, please contact Magazines Customer Service.
Grades K–3

Students Price per
10 or More Student

Total

Grades 7–12

Price*

Art

$12.50

My Big World with Clifford

$12.50

Choices

$12.50

Let’s Find Out

$12.50

Storyworks 2

$12.50

The Holocaust
(one-time only supplement)

$6.00

Storyworks 3

$12.50

Math

$12.50

ScienceWorld

$12.50

Upfront

$12.50

Grades 3–6

Price*

Total

DynaMath

$12.50

Storyworks

$12.50

SuperScience

$12.50

Click

$12.50

Price*

Club

$12.50

Striving Reader Magazines

ELL Magazines
Total

Price*

Action

$12.50

Crown

$12.50

Scope

$12.50

Current

$12.50

Team

$12.50

Total

Total

2021–2022 Scholastic Canada Magazines Order Form
Prices reflect a Bulk Discount on orders of 10 or more student copies and include a FREE Teacher’s Edition.
For 1–9 subscriptions pricing please contact Magazine Customer Service.
ELT Readers

Price*

Total

Scholastic News

Price*

Starter Level

$18.00

Scholastic Junior

$12.50

Level 1

$42.00

Scholastic News Grade 1

$12.50

Level 2

$60.00

Scholastic News Grade 2

$12.50

Level 3

$42.00

Scholastic News Grade 3

$12.50

Library Pack (all 4 levels)

$156.00

Scholastic News Grade 4

$12.50

Scholastic News Grade 5/6

$12.50

French Magazines

Price*

Total

Scholastic News Add-ons**

Price*

Allons-Y!

$12.50

Bonjour

$12.50

Science Spin Grade K–1

8 issues

$1.25

Ça Va?

$12.50

Science Spin Grade 2

8 issues

$1.25

Chez Nous

$12.50

Science Spin Grade 3–6

8 issues

$1.25

German Magazines

Price*

Das Rad

$12.50

Schuss

$12.50

Spanish Magazines

Price*

¿Qué Tal?

$12.50

Ahora

$12.50

El Sol

$12.50

Total

Total

Total

Total

Subtotal

$

7% Shipping & Handling on order value

$

Deduct Reading Club Coupons/Book Fair Product Rewards

$

GST# R104745229 5% GST

$

NB, NS, PEI, NL add 10% for HST

$

ON add 13% on Shipping & Handling

$

Grand Total

$

Print/Digital Teacher’s Edition also available for $100.00 (per magazine) *
plus shipping and handling with applicable taxes
* Restricted to Single Teacher Use

NEW! Digital ONLY Subscriptions. PLUS, French Magazine Bundle: $750.00 (4 titles) Classroom Magazine Bundle:
$600.00 (3 titles) Contact us for more information. Special Discounts available on Bulk and District Pricing for all titles!
Bill to:

Ship to:

School Board Name

Name

Name

School name

School name

School address

School address

City

City

Prov.

Signature

Signature

*Subscriptions run from September through to May, prices are prorated based
on the actual subscription term.

Job title

Purchase order #

Postal Code

To pay by credit card please call: 1-888-752-4690

Teaching since (year)

Grade(s) you teach		

Postal Code

Prov.

E-mail†

**Add-on’s only with any bulk order of Super Science, Let’s Find Out and
Scholastic News Grades 1,2,3,4, 5/6.
Taxes added where applicable.
B y providing your e-mail address, you are permitting Scholastic Canada to
send you information via electronic mail.

†

Scholastic Canada Ltd.
175 Hillmount Road, Markham, Ontario L6C 1Z7
Toll-free PHONE: 1-888-752-4690 • Toll-free FAX: 1-866-205-8363
E-mail: magazines@scholastic.ca • www.scholasticmagazines.ca

ELT Readers Now Available—27 Titles That Support
the English Language Learner Magazines!
Contemporary film and TV adaptations, original fiction and
classic literature for teenagers learning English.
• Inspiring full-colour graphics and creatie formats such as blogs,
manga stories and comic strips
•	The People & Places spreads set the scene and introduce the
key characters
•	Magazine style fact files include interviews, behind the scenes
feature, and themes developed in the book
•	Self Study Activites let students check comprehension as
the progress

Scholastic ELT Readers Library Pack . . . . . . . . $156.00
• 1 copy each of 27 titles
Individual Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6.00 each

Starter Level up to one year of English

Starter Level Pack (1 copy each of 3 titles) . . . . . . . . $18.00
Blog Love
Goosebumps
Robin Hood

Level 2 2–3 years of English

Level 2 Pack (1 copy each of 10 titles) . . . . . . . . . . . . $60.00
Mask of Zorro
Nelson Mandela
Great Expectations
Jane Eyre
Romeo & Juliet
Senna
Sense and Sensibility
Time Jump
Kieran’s Karate
Sherlock Holmes

Level 1 1–2 years of English

Level 1 Pack (1 copy each of 7 titles) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42.00
Merlin & Arthur
Hotel for Dogs
Billy Elliot
Little Women
Pelé
Malala
Monster House

Level 3 3+ years of English

Level 3 Pack (1 copy each of 7 titles) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42.00
Life of PI
Imitation Games
Black Gold
Iraq in Fragments
Steve Jobs
Bob Marley
Pride and Prejudice

See FAQ section, on scholasticmagazines.ca, regarding American content.
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